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Abstract

The initial step of infection by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

2 (SARS‐CoV‐2) involves the binding of receptor binding domain (RBD) of the

spike protein to the angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor. Each

successive wave of SARS‐CoV‐2 reports emergence of many new variants,

which is associated with mutations in the RBD as well as other parts of the

spike protein. These mutations are reported to have enhanced affinity towards

the ACE2 receptor as well as are also crucial for the virus transmission. Many

computational and experimental studies have demonstrated the effect of

individual mutation on the RBD‐ACE2 binding. However, the cumulative

effect of mutations on the RBD and away from the RBD was not investigated

in detail. We report here a comparative analysis on the structural

communication and dynamics of the RBD and truncated S1 domain of spike

protein in complex with the ACE2 receptor from SARS‐CoV‐2 wild type and

its P.1 variant. Our integrative network and dynamics approaches highlighted

a subtle conformational changes in the RBD as well as truncated S1 domain of

spike protein at the protein contact level, responsible for the increased affinity

with the ACE2 receptor. Moreover, our study also identified the commonali-

ties and differences in the dynamics of the interactions between spike protein

of SARS‐CoV‐2 wild type and its P.1 variant with the ACE2 receptor. Further,

our investigation yielded an understanding towards identification of the

unique RBD residues crucial for the interaction with the ACE2 host receptor.

Overall, the study provides an insight for designing better therapeutics against

the circulating P.1 variants as well as other future variants.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The COVID‐19 disease is caused by the novel severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2)
which emerged in late December 2019, but is still a global
pandemic (World Health Organization [WHO] report,
2021). The SARS‐CoV‐2 belongs to the beta coronavirus
genus which also includes SARS‐CoV and Middle East
respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS‐CoV) which
have caused a similar outbreak, but at a small transmis-
sion rate.1‐3 Coronaviruses get entry inside the host cell
with the help of spike glycoprotein present on the outer
envelope through a host cellular receptor, angiotensin
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2).4,5 Spike protein has been
one of the important therapeutic targets for drug design
and vaccine development. It is a homo‐trimeric protein
consisting of S1 and S2 subunits, the S1 subunit aids in
the binding to the ACE2 receptor and the S2 subunit is
involved in the fusion of virus to the host cellular
membrane.6 The structural organization of the S1
domain includes N‐terminal domain (NTD), C‐terminal
domain (CTD), sub‐domain 1 (SD1) and sub‐domain 2
(SD2). The CTD consists of receptor binding domain
(RBD) which is a main component that interacts with the
ACE2 receptor. Previously, several studies have demon-
strated that virus replication, infectivity, and transmis-
sion ability depend on the binding affinities of the RBD
to the ACE2 receptor.6,7 COVID‐19 pandemic has been
more challenging due to SARS‐CoV‐2 emerging variants.
Since December 2020, many variants have been detected
with a high number of mutations mainly in the spike
protein.8 The WHO has classified these variants either as
variants of concern (VOC) or variants of interest, where
three variants have gained more attention: B.1.1.7 (VOC
202012), B.1.351 (501Y.V2) and P.1 (B.1.1.28.1).9‐11 The
B.1.1.7 was first detected in the United Kingdom in
September 2020 and has been reported with 7 mutations
in the Spike protein.8,12 Within a month a South African
variant was detected with 9 mutations.8,11 Later on 2
January 2021 Japan/Brazil variant named P.1 (B.1.1.28.1)
was in circulation with 12 mutations in the Spike
protein.8,13 The two mutations N501Y and D614G in
spike protein were common in all the three VOC. Very
recently, Omicron has also been identified as a VOC and
reported to have almost 30 mutations in the spike
protein.14 A recent report on phylogenetic analysis of the
RBD region of Omicron suggests that Omicron is closely
related to the P.1 variant. Moreover, crystallographic
structure and biophysical binding kinetics experiments
suggest that the RBD of P.1 variant displays a greater
affinity as compared to wild type and other circulating
VOCs such as Delta and Omicron.15 The functional role
of many mutations associated with the VOCs have been

demonstrated using deep mutational scanning and other
biochemical methods. Most of the mutations associated
with the variants have been reported to have enhanced
affinity towards the ACE2 receptor as well as are also
crucial for the virus transmission.16,17 These mutations
are also demonstrated to be ineffective towards neutral-
izing antibodies and evading from neutralization.18‐20

The underlying cause of the enhanced binding affinity in
the variants has not been associated with significant
change in three dimensional structures of spike as well as
ACE2 receptor. However, local and global rearrangement
of the interaction sites and allosteric sites cannot be
overlooked. Mutations away from the RBD facilitate
spike protein in the open state that binds efficiently with
the ACE2 receptor.21 Most of the previous studies focus
on the effect of individual mutation. However, the
cumulative effect of the mutations present on the RBD
and away from the RBD such as NTD, SD1 and SD2 of
the S1 domain was not investigated in detail. It is
assumed that the cumulative effect of the mutations may
provide a significant rearrangement at protein contacts
level that may have an effect on increased binding
affinity with the ACE2 receptor.

Protein contact network (PCN) and Molecular
dynamic simulation (MDS) have been very useful
approaches for analyzing nominal conformational
changes crucial for large conformational effects on the
function and inhibitor binding of proteins.22 These
methods have already been used in various studies such
as understanding the dynamics of mutant proteins,23,24

structural flexibility25 structure‐function relationship26

identifying crucial functional residues in proteins.27

Recently, the PCN approach has also been applied to
study a structural comparison of SARS‐CoV‐1 and SARS‐
CoV‐2 Mpro in apo and inhibitor bound states.28 These
approaches have been important for analyzing evolution
as well conformational dynamics of SARS‐CoV‐2 spike
protein29 and prediction of its binding affinity with ACE2
receptor.30,31 Recently, the PCN along with perturbation
scanning based elastic network methods provided
evidence of the allosteric sites and their involvement in
the regulation of functional dynamics of the spike
protein.21,32‐34 There have been many integrative com-
putational efforts towards better understanding of SARS‐
CoV‐2 and its variants interaction with the ACE2.35‐39

Moreover, efforts are also being put into designing
inhibitors focusing on the RBD domain of spike
protein.36,37,40 However, the mutations associated in the
spike protein render the current therapeutics a challenge
to combat SARS‐CoV‐2 and possibly be ineffective to
other similar future pandemics. It is therefore really
warranted to have an insight into the atomic details and
effect of these mutations on the structural
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communication and dynamics of the RBD and truncated
S1 domain of the spike protein in context to its
interaction with the ACE2 receptor.

To probe the effect of all mutations present on the
RBD as well as mutations from other part of the
truncated S1 domain, we report, here, a comparative
analysis on the structural communication and dynamics
of the RBD and truncated S1 domain of spike proteins
from the SARS‐CoV‐2 wild type and P.1 variant.
However, we emphasize a limitation of our study. We
have not considered the full length of spike protein. Since
our aim was to understand the cumulative effect of
mutations on the RBD as well as truncated S1 domain,
assuming that this will not affect our comparison with
the available experimental data for the P.1 variants, as
the experimental studies were also performed mostly
with the same domains.18 We applied an integrative
network and dynamics approaches to investigate the
subtle conformational changes in the RBD as well as the
truncated S1 domain of the P.1 variant spike protein
responsible for the increased affinity with the ACE2
receptor. Our study on the protein contact network
identifies changes in the protein structures at the residue
contact level which are otherwise not easily detectable.
Moreover, our study also highlights the identification of
commonalities and differences in the dynamics of the
interactions between spike proteins of SARS‐CoV‐2 and
its P.1 variant with the ACE2 receptor. Together with our
structural communication analysis and dynamics study
provide an understanding towards interaction with the
ACE2 receptor. Overall, this may be utilized for
designing better therapeutics against the circulating P.1
variants as well as other future variants.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Construction of protein structure
graph (PSG)

The PCN identifies the change in protein structures at
contact level which are otherwise not easily detectable.23,28

The 3D coordinates of the RBD‐ACE2 complexes spike
protein from SARS‐CoV‐2 wild type [6MOJ7] and its P.1
variants [7NXC18] were extracted from the PDB. The PSG
was constructed on the complex structures using the PSN
and ENM‐NMA approaches implemented in the WebPSN.41

Each amino acid is depicted as a node and each node is
connected to other nodes in a protein structure through an
edge. The interaction strength between two connecting
nodes is defined as

Iij
nij

NiNj
= 100

Where (Iij) interaction percentage of nodes i and j. It
follows the number of side chain atoms pairs within
(4.5 Å) cutoff, Ni and Nj are normalization factors.42,43 It
constructs a PSG on the basis of the atomic cross
correlation motions using the ENM‐NMA.

2.2 | Network parameters

Three important network parameters such as Hubs,
Modularity and Structural communication pathways
were calculated for the RBD‐ACE2 and S1‐ACE2
complexes from the wild type as well as P.1 variant.
PYMOL was used to visualize these parameters. Briefly,
hubs are nodes with highest degree. Modularity is
represented as communities with more interconnected
nodes and the nodes of same community are highly
connected to each other than the poorly connected nodes
of outside the community. Shortest Path is the smallest
number of links required to travel from one node to
other. It is calculated on the basis of the Dijkstra's
algorithm.

2.3 | Protein stability and flexibility
analysis

To analyze the effect of all mutations present on the RBD
domain and outside the RBD (truncated S1 domain) of
the spike protein, free energy changes (ΔΔG) and
vibrational entropy difference (ΔΔS) were calculated
using the DYNAMUT tool.44 Based on these calculations,
protein stability and flexibility were analyzed on the
complexes by utilizing the NMA based elastic network
contact model (ENCoM).

2.4 | Perturbation residue
scanning (PRS)

PRS was performed using the pPerturb server.45 It allows
the mutation of one or more residues to alanine and
generates a perturbation profile (ΔQ vs. Calpha‐Calpha)
distance from the perturb site. The perturbation effect
can be analyzed as a distance connecting the perturb
residue to its nearby residues or on the interaction
network strength.
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2.5 | Molecular dynamics simulation

To study the dynamic behavior of the complexes (RBD‐
ACE2 and truncated S1‐ACE2) from the wild type and
P.1 variant with respect to time, MDS was performed for
the time scale of 100 ns. To ensure the convergence of
simulations, we performed three independent 100 ns
production runs for the wild type and P.1 variant RBD‐
ACE2 complex. The co‐ordinates of the complexes were
obtained from the PDB and used as starting models for
the MDS using the GROMACS package version 5.1.4.46

The crystal waters were removed from the co‐ordinates.
For setting the periodic boundary conditions the system
was soaked in a cubic box with a dimension of 1.5 nm,
further the box was filled with SPC water molecules and
OPLSAA force field was applied.47 For neutralization the
appropriate water molecules were replaced by counter
ions and the system details are described in the Table S5.
To remove the steric clash the systems were subjected to
energy minimization with the steepest descent method
for 50 000 steps until the largest force was smaller than
1000 kj/mol/nm. Then the minimized system was equili-
brated in the NVT and NPT ensemble for 250 ps each.
Last the production run was performed for 100 ns at
300 K where the leapfrog integrator was used for time
evolution trajectories. A constant temperature on the
system was maintained at 300 K using modified Berend-
son Thermostat48 and Parinello‐Rahman barostat49

pressure was maintained at 1 bar during the simulations.
The analysis of the trajectory files were done with gmx
rmsd, gmx rmsf, gmx gyrate, gmx sasa, gmx hbond, gmx
covar, gmx anaeig, gmx do_dssp for the root mean square
deviation (RMSD), root mean square fluctuation (RMSF),
radius of gyration (Rg), solvent accessible surface area
(SASA), hydrogen bond (H‐bond), principal component
and secondary structures, respectively. Graphs were
generated using pymol, XMGRACE and GNUPLOT.

2.6 | Principal component
analysis (PCA)

To analyze dominant and collective motions in the RBD‐
ACE2 and S1‐ACE complexes from the wild type and P.1
variant, PCA was performed. Mass weighted covariance
matrix on the coordinates of the MD trajectories was
calculated. Diagonalization of the covariance matrix was
used to get a set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues from the
G_covar function implemented in the GROMACS. The
g_anaeig function was utilized to obtain trajectories on
the eigenvectors.50 Backbone atoms were considered for
the PCA analysis. The coordinates of the residues were
projected on the first two Principal Components that

represent the highest eigenvalues and captured the
overall motion of the protein.

2.7 | Binding free energy calculations

Molecular mechanism‐Poisson‐Boltzmann surface analy-
sis (MMPBSA) method was used to estimate the binding
free energy between the RBD‐ACE2 complexes from the
wild type and P.1 variant. Last 10 ns time frames of MD
simulations were integrated to calculate the free energy
using the g_mmpbsa tool of GROMACS.51 The molecular
mechanics energy includes electrostatic, Van‐der‐Waals
interactions and polar and nonpolar solvation energy.

2.8 | Normal mode analysis (NMA)

NMA was performed on the stable simulated trajectories
coordinates by using the I‐MODS tool.52 The NMA
calculated the lowest frequency modes and identified
atoms moving together as a rigid body. The internal
modes were estimated on the basis of the Lagrangian
equation of motions.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to emerging variants of the COVID‐19, the current
pandemic seems to be quite alarming with continuously
rising waves. The emerging variants are associated with
many mutations mostly accumulated in the spike protein
of SARS‐CoV‐2. These mutations have been functionally
mapped for the increased affinity toward the ACE2
receptor. The increased affinity attributes variants to be
more infectious and have a high transmission. This
renders the current therapeutics a challenge to combat
SARS‐CoV‐2. Therefore, it is warranted to have a better
understanding of the structural basis of interaction in
variant of spike protein with the ACE2 receptor. In our
study, we have chosen the P.1 variant of SARS‐CoV‐2
that has almost ten mutations in the spike protein. In
spite of having three mutations on the binding interface
of the RBD, the calculated cross structure RMSD between
the complex of the RBD‐ACE2 from the wild type and P.1
variant was 0.29 Å which is almost negligible (Figure S1),
suggesting no overall structural changes among the two.
Still it is a matter of concern. Hence, to investigate
further, we considered the PCN and dynamics of the
complexes, assuming that the changes at contact level
may cause the significant variations noted for the
increased affinity with the ACE2 receptor.29,34 Since,
the overall structural changes are negligible hence, we
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performed a protein structure network based approach to
examine the small variations spanned throughout the
protein.

3.1 | Protein structure network analysis
of wild type and P.1 variant protein
structures

The PSN construction calculated three important net-
work parameters such as hubs, modularity and shortest
communication pathway and yielded a global average
network parameter values for the wild type and P.1
variant (Table S1). These values were quite comparable
suggesting diminutive changes among the two structures.
This also supports the observation of negligible cross
structure RMSD deviation between the wild type and P.1
variant complexes. Further, for the better understanding
of the effect of mutations on the subtle conformational
variations, residue specific local variations among the
network parameters were calculated for the wild type
and P.1 variant.

3.1.1 | Hubs

The calculated hubs were mapped on the RBD‐ACE2
complex from the wild type and P.1 variant. A total
number of 172 and 86 hubs were observed in wild type
and P.1 variant complex, respectively. This indicates a
significant change in the hub formation among the two.
Moreover, a reduction of hub residues in the P.1 variant
complex observed to be localized in the RBD region. A
significant loss of hub residues was also observed at the

interface region of RBD‐ACE2 complex from the P.1
variant and these regions are highlighted in the circle as
shown in the Figure 1. The interacting residues from this
region, Y449, Y453, L455, Q493, Y495, F497, Q498, N501,
Y505, were found to be involved in hubs formation in the
wild type, but were absent in the P.1 variant. Addition-
ally, a difference in the hub formation was also observed
on the centrally located antiparallel β‐sheets (Figure 1).
This difference suggests that three interface mutations
(K417T, E484K, and N501Y) associated in this region of
the P.1 variant may have significantly perturbed this hub
zones. All the residues involved in the hub formation
among the RBD from wild type and P.1 variant are listed
in (Table S2). Few unique hubs (Y41, K353, and R357)
were also observed at the interface of the ACE2 from the
P.1 variant complex (Table S2). The observation of the
variation among the hub residues from wild type and P.1
variant suggests differences in the structural connectiv-
ity. This may be the consequence of loss of interactions
among the domain which may account for the flexibility
and better conformational adaptability in case of the P.1
variant. Structural dynamics/variability in the spike
protein in context to open and close state has been
investigated by analyzing unique hubs among the two
state.53

3.1.2 | Modularity

The community structure analysis results showed a total
22 communities in the wild type and 20 communities in
the P.1 variant. The residue‐wise communities in the
wild type and P.1 variant are shown in Figure 2. The
largest community (C1) was observed in the ACE2 from

FIGURE 1 Representation of hubs
arrangement on RBD‐ACE2 complexes
(A) wild type and (B) P.1 variant. Hubs are
represented as cyan and purple spheres in
wild type and P.1 variant, respectively. Loss
of hubs from the interface RBM and beta‐
sheet core of the RBD of P.1 variant are
encircled. ACE2, angiotensin converting
enzyme 2; RBD, receptor binding domain
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the both complexes. Interestingly, the total number of
nodes and links involved in this community formation
were observed to be reduced in the ACE2 of the P.1
variant complex. This community consisted of 114 nodes,
192 links and 74 hubs in the wild type complex, while the
same was reduced to 54 nodes, 82 links and 30 hubs in
the P.1 variant complex. The second largest community
(C2) was observed in the RBD domain and the same was
extended throughout the interface of the ACE2 in the
wild type complex. In contrast, this region in the P.1
variant was divided into two different communities
(Figure 2). Overall this change in community arrange-
ment reflects subtle conformational changes due to
mutations which were not evident at the structural level.
Moreover, the rearrangements in modules were spanned
throughout the structure which reflects the perturbation
at global level.

3.1.3 | Shortest communication pathways

The total length of the shortest path in wild type was
1 210 620 while a total of 523 853 paths were observed in
the communication channel of the P.1 variant. This
observation indicated a decrease in the pathways of the
RBD‐ACE2 complex in the P.1 variant. Moreover, the
average path hub% was also significantly decreased in the
P.1 variant (Table 1). Major difference was observed in
the interface residues nearby mutation N501Y and the
N‐terminal region of the RBD. The interface residues
such as E497, Q498, P499, and T500 from the wild type
were observed as nodes in the shortest path. In contrary,
these residues were not observed to be involved in the
shortest pathway in the P.1 variant (Figure S2). Possibly
the N501Y mutation from the P.1 variant may have

perturbed this channel. Another prominent change was
observed in the N‐terminal region (Res. C336, F338,
F374) of the wild type RBD were involved on paths but
were absent in the P.1 variant (Figure S2). These changes
clearly suggests a significant perturbation in inter and
intra communication within the complex due to the
mutations.

3.2 | Perturbation in PSG due to
mutation outside the RBD domain

Mutations present outside the RBD of spike protein may
also confer an effect on the binding affinity with
the ACE2 receptor. Hence, to analyze the effect of these
mutations on the structural flexibility, the PSG for
the truncated S1 domain‐ACE2 complex from the wild
type and P.1 variant was generated. Except few differ-
ences, the hub arrangement was almost similar in both
the complexes (Figure S3). Five out of seven mutations in
the NTD of the S1 domain found to have altered hubs

FIGURE 2 Comparative community
structures in RBD‐ACE2 complexes.
(A) Wild type (B) P.1 variant. Communities
are represented in different colors where first
three largest communities (C1, C2, C3 are in
red, green, blue colors), respectively. Nodes
and links involved in these communities
were reduced in the P.1 variant. ACE2,
angiotensin converting enzyme 2; RBD,
receptor binding domain

TABLE 1 Network components and parameters involved in
the average shortest paths in the RBD‐ACE2 complexes from the
wild type and P.1 variant

Path summary Wild type P.1 Variant

No. of nodes in path 69 75

No. of links in path 68 74

No. of shortest path 1 210 620 523 853

Average path length 20.7 24.19

Average path hub % 61.03 41.12

Abbreviations: ACE2, angiotensin converting enzyme 2; RBD, receptor
binding domain.
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arrangement compared to wild type. Interestingly, few
interface hubs were observed in the same complex of the
P.1 variant, which were absent in the PCN analysis of the
RBD‐ACE2 complex. Moreover, the N501Y mutation in
P.1 variant was also observed to engage in hub formation.
The altered hub in the P.1 variant may have some role in
providing a better efficiency towards the ACE2 receptor.
In fact, the functional role of N501Y towards the binding
affinity with the ACE2 receptor has already been
demonstrated.18

A total of 39 communities were observed in the
truncated S1 domain of wild type while the correspond-
ing domain in the P.1 variant showed up only 41
communities. In both the complexes, the ACE2 region
was observed to form the largest community and RBD
region contained a second largest community
(Figure S4). A significant perturbation was observed in
the community arrangement of the NTD domain of P.1
variant complex suggesting an extensive reorganization
in node's membership as compared to the wild type.
Alteration of nodes and links was observed in the NTD of
the P.1 variant compared to the wild type complex.
Moreover, residues participating in the shortest path of
the NTD from both the cases were also different. The
pathways from this region were observed to be slightly
shifted in the P.1 variant (Figure S5). A total number of
nodes and links in the communication pathway from the
P.1 variant were more compared to the wild type. The
total numbers of the shortest pathways along with the
average path length were also slightly high in the P.1
variant (Table S3). These observations form this region
clearly indicate that the mutations may have perturbed
the core of the NTD communication in the P.1 variant.

3.3 | Effect of mutations on the
thermodynamic of protein

To analyze the effect of mutations on protein structures,
change in vibrational entropy (ΔΔS) and change in free
energy (ΔΔG) were calculated. All three interface
mutations (E484K, K417T and N501Y) of the RBD
provided a destabilizing effect on the protein and found
to have negative free energy values (Table S4). Moreover,
change of vibrational entropy value for the K417T
mutant was observed as 0.514 kcal mol−1 K−1 which
was comparatively higher than the E484K and N501Y
mutations (Table 2). The K417T mutation attributed
towards more flexibility as compared to the other two
mutations and its effect was extended to the other part of
the protein as well. Though, the K417T is present near
3/10 α‐helix, but observed to impart flexibility to the loop
region of RBM as well as N‐terminal region residues

(Figure 3A). In contrast to the K417T mutant, the effect
of the E484K and N501Y mutations were localized at the
nearby residues only (Figure 3B,C). These vibrational
entropy (ΔΔS) observation for each RBD interface
mutation showed destabilization effect on the RBD,
which perfectly corroborates with an in vitro study.54

Further, the vibrational entropy change was also
observed for the mutations localized outside the RBD
domain (Figure S6). The effect of the R190S mutation
from the NTD was significant and observed to make the
complete domain flexible. Slightly less flexibility was
observed for the T20N mutation. Interestingly, a major
effect was noticed for the D614G mutation that provided
a flexibility to the RBD as well as the NTD region of S1
domain, suggesting that the D614G mutation is associ-
ated with a global flexibility in the protein. These
changes may provide a conformational plasticity to the
RBD domain and other parts of the protein enabling
efficient binding with the ACE2 receptor. Similar
observation was reported in many previous studies
signifying that D614G mutation has increased the
binding affinity for ACE2 receptor.55,56

Additionally, to probe the effect of the interface
mutations on the allosteric residue, PRS was analyzed.
Similar to the entropy change analysis, the PRS analysis
of the K417T mutation showed maximum effect on the
allosteric residues (Figure S7). This observation suggests
that mutation at one part of the protein may provide an
effect on the other part to make it more adaptable. The
flexibility associated with the mutations in the ACE2
complexes was further investigated by MDS at 100 ns
time‐frames. The cumulative local as well as allosteric
effects of the mutations on the conformational dynamics
behavior of the interfacial binding residues of RBD‐ACE2
complexes were mapped.

3.4 | Probing of conformational
dynamics of RBD‐ACE2 complex

The calculated average backbone RMSD values for each
three replicates of the RBD‐ACE2 complexes from the
wild type and P.1 variant were observed as 0.3 and

TABLE 2 Predicted change in entropy values associated with
the interface mutations on the RBD

Mutations ΔΔS (kcalmol−1 K−1)

K417T 0.514

E484K 0.179

N501Y 0.145

Abbreviation: RBD, receptor binding domain.
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0.35 nm, respectively. The RMSD values clearly indicate
that there is no significant change in the trajectory of
both the complexes and convergence point was reached
after 50 ns both for wild type and P.1 variant complexes
(Figure S8). In addition, we also estimated the cosine
content of the first two eigenvectors derived from PCA of
the individual trajectory. The cosine similarity of the first
few eigenvectors is a good indicator to assess whether the
conformational sampling is converged or not.57 For each
replicas of wild type and P.1 variant simulation systems,
the eigenvector cosine contents were found to be less
than 1. In fact in all cases the cosine contents fall
between 0.2 and 0.6 values (Table S6). This value
indicates that the simulation are converge for both the

systems. Similarly, the RMSF profile of the RBD‐ACE2
complexes from the wild type and P.1 variant did not
show any significant change throughout the simulation
time (Figure 4A). Except few differences, the trajectory of
both the complexes was observed quite overlapping to
each other with a maximum fluctuation of less than
0.45 nm. The differences in the RMSF were observed
when only RBD (apo‐RBD) or only ACE2 (apo‐ACE2)
was considered for the analysis. For apo‐RBD, the RMSF
values of the regions—Res380‐388 from the P.1 variant
and Res470–480 from the wild type, were slightly high
(Figure 4B). Additionally, the fluctuations of the mutated
residues at the interface of the apo‐RBD from the P.1
variant were observed to be reduced. The region,

FIGURE 3 Visual representation of the interface mutations on dynamicity and plasticity of the RBD. (A) RBD structure with the K417T
mutation (B) RBD structure with the E484K mutation (C) RBD structure with the N501Y mutation. The RBD is represented as cartoon
structure and mutations are shown as stick model. Red color in the cartoon structure indicates the flexibility in the protein. RBD, receptor
binding domain

FIGURE 4 RMSF trajectories generated
for the wild type and P.1 variant. (A) RBD‐
ACE2 complex. Region of ACE2 and RBD
from the complex is highlighted and labeled
at the top of the graph. (B) Apo RBD. Arrows
indicate three mutations of the RBD
interface (C) Apo ACE2. Interface interacting
residues of the ACE2 are depicted in the
dotted rectangle. ACE2, angiotensin
converting enzyme 2; RBD, receptor binding
domain; RMSF, root mean square fluctuation
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Res19–200, of the ACE2 from the wild type complex
displayed comparatively higher fluctuation (Figure 4C).
Expectedly the interface interacting residues from apo‐
ACE2 were less fluctuating in the P.1 variant complex
suggesting a rigidity in the residues upon binding with
the RBD of the P.1 variant and results in better binding.

The SASA analysis of both the complexes indicated
a slight difference in the overall values (Figure 5A). In
fact, the SASA value for the RBD‐ACE2 complex of the
P.1 variant was observed to be higher than the same
complex from the wild type. The probability distribu-
tion function of the SASA also showed a slightly
different distribution pattern for the two (Figure 5B).
The residues which are buried in the hydrophobic core
of the protein are the driving force in the protein
folding and the slight change of SASA suggests a
conformational change in the protein during the
course of 100 ns of simulation.

Inter/intramolecular hydrogen bond interactions play
an important role for the stability and integrity of
protein. Compared to the RBD‐ACE2 complex from the
P.1 variant, the same complex from the wild type
possessed a significantly higher number of hydrogen
bonds (H‐bonds) (Figure 6A,B). The average number of
inter H‐bonds for the wild type and P.1 variant were 13
and 9, respectively. Similarly, the average number of
intra H‐bonds in the RBD‐ACE2 complex of the P.1
variant was 113 while the same for the wild type was
118.4. The decrease in total H‐bonds in the RBD‐ACE2
complex of the P.1 variant indicates comparatively lesser
stability which suggests that this complex may have
slightly higher overall structural flexibility that may be
required for the better adaptability. Further, a change in
the Rg was observed among the two indicating a
variation in the compactness also. The compactness

during 0–20 ns for the wild type and P.1 variant were
almost same and the average value of complexes was
observed approx. 3.15 Å (Figure 6C). Later, the structural
compactness of the RBD‐ACE2 complex from the P.1 was
lost. Its average value was increased to 3.25 Å and
maintained till the end of simulations. In contrast, the
RBD‐ACE2 complex from the wild type was observed to
have higher average value during the initial frame of the
simulation (0–40 ns) and later it decreased. This was
maintained till the end of the 100 ns simulation. This
suggests that the wild type complex is comparatively
stable and the loss of compactness of the P.1 variant
complex may be associated with more structural
flexibility and plasticity.

To probe dominant motions and conformational
changes among the RBD‐ACE2 complexes from wild
type and P.1 variant, the principal components were
extracted from the MD simulation trajectories.
Covariance analysis of the atomic correlation plot
indicates that the RBD‐ACE2 complex of the wild type
mostly possessed dominant anticorrelation motion.
Whereas the same complex from the P.1 variant was
associated with uncorrelated motion (Figure S9A,B). This
difference may be accounted for due to the loss of few
contacts and slight conformational variations associated
in the P.1 variant. This observation is in correlation with
our PCN and MDS analysis. Further, nature of motions
of the RBD from the wild type and P.1 variant was
analyzed through the NMA. The constructed porcupine
plots extracted from the stable trajectories indicate an
opposite motion for the RBD from the complex from wild
type and P.1 variant. Interestingly, the RBM domain and
N‐terminal region of the RBD from the wild type
appeared to move in the same direction but the same

FIGURE 5 Graphical representation of the conformational dynamics. (A) SASA values against time for wild type and P.1 variant RBD‐
ACE2 complex. (B) Probability distribution function of SASA values. ACE2, angiotensin converting enzyme 2; RBD, receptor binding
domain; SASA, solvent accessible surface area
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regions in P.1 variant was observed to have motion
opposite to each other (Figure S10A,B).

To estimate the binding affinities between RBD and
ACE2 complex from the wild type and P.1 variant, free
energy of association for the complex was estimated
using the MMPBSA method. The MMPBSA calculation
clearly indicates that the complex from P.1 variant
possessed a higher negative free energy value of
−1804 kJ/mol compared to the complex from wild type
which was estimated as −1325 kJ/mol (Table S7). Com-
paratively better binding energy for the P.1 variant
suggests a better affinity towards ACE2. This observation
is in accordance with the experimental data reported
about the P.1 variant.15,18 The better binding is mostly
contributed by the Van‐der‐Waals, the SASA and the
electrostatic interactions. All these interactions provide a
negative binding energy towards the total free energy.
However, the polar solvation energy was positively
contributing toward the total binding free energy
(Table S5). Additionally, the number and type of
interactions from the interface of the RBD‐ACE2
complexes of the wild type and P.1 variant during
70–100 ns time frames were plotted. The plot clearly
indicate that the hydrophobic interactions were signifi-
cantly high in P.1 variant as compare to wild type. In
contrast, the interface H‐bonds in the complex from the
P.1 variant were less (Figure S11).

A clustering analysis (GROMOS method with cut‐off
0.2 nm) was performed to extract a representative
structure from 100 ns time frame of MDS. The extracted
structures from wild type and P.1 variant were compared

for the interface interactions. The rearrangement of the
hydrogen bonds were observed in interface of the
complexes. Interestingly, a part of common hydrogen
bonds, few unique hydrogen bonds were appeared in the
P.1 variant. Few residues from RBD of P.1 variant such as
Phe490, Gln493 and Leu492 were observed to form
hydrogen bonds with Lys31 of ACE2. Moreover, Asn487
from P.1 variant displayed a hydrogen bond interaction
with Gln24 of ACE2. In addition, another unique
interactions were observed between Asn487, Tyr495 of
RBD and Tyr83 and Lys353 of ACE2, respectively
(Figure 7). Involvement of these unique interactions in
the P.1 variant may provide an energetically favorable
binding with the ACE2. Hence, these interactions may be
utilized to target with the specific therapeutics to disturb
the RBD‐ACE2 binding in the variant.

3.5 | Probing the conformational
variations in the truncated S1 domain

To study the conformational variations attributed with
the mutations present outside the RBD, 100 ns simula-
tion was performed for the truncated S1 domain‐ACE2
complexes from the wild type and P.1 variant. Residue‐
wise RMSD calculation quantified the flexibility due to
mutations and its cumulative effect was analyzed. For
both wild type and P.1 variant, the NTD of truncated S1
domain represented a high RMSD but the extent of
deviation was relatively slightly more in the P.1 variant
(Figure 8A). Interestingly we observed that the anchoring

FIGURE 6 Plots representing strength
and compactness in the RBD‐ACE2
complexes. (A) Number of Inter hydrogen
bonds vs time between RBD and ACE2.
(B) Number of Intra hydrogen bonds vs time
within the RBD. (C). Radius of gyration of
RBD‐ACE2 complex. Wild type (red plot)
and P.1 variant (black plot). ACE2,
angiotensin converting enzyme 2; RBD,
receptor binding domain
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RBM loop (Res 437–508) region showed comparatively
high flexibility in the P.1 variant, possibly because of the
interface mutations (K417T and E484K, N501Y) present
on the loop. In contrast, this loop was observed to be
slightly rigid in the wild type. Moreover, D614G mutation
on the SD2 region of the P.1 variant also incorporates a
significant high RMSD (Figure 8A). These observations
suggest that mutations outside the RBD have a role in the
conformational heterogeneity and may provide a confor-
mational plasticity for the efficient binding with the
ACE2 receptor. Similar studies have been investigated to
analyse conformational variation in RBD as well as
truncated S1 domain in complex with ACE2. Ray et al.21

stated the effect of D614G on the conformational
variation facilitating the RBD opening process from
down to up state. Conformational flexibility has also
been analyzed within three important loops of the RBD
(Res 474–485, 488–490, 494–505) and speculated to have
a conformational variation for better binding with the
ACE2.36 MDS of similar complexes has been investigated

by another group.33 The observed flexibility in the RBM
of the truncated S1 domain complex was similar to our
observation. Overall, the effect of the mutations on the
conformation flexibility in the spike protein supports the
earlier studies. This feature in the variants especially P.1
variant may provide an improved adaptability for binding
with the ACE2.

Further, structural flexibility of the truncated S1
domain was also probed in terms of B‐factor or thermal
displacement. This has been an important parameter to
analyze displacement of amino acid residues due to the
thermal vibrations. The B‐factor of each amino acid of
the wild type and P.1 variant clearly indicates few
variation among the two (Figure 8B,C). The NTD of the
both wild type and P.1 variant showed comparable
B‐factor values. However, significant thermal fluctua-
tions were noticed in the connecting loop of the NTD and
RBD. Similar fluctuation was also observed in the RBM
region as well as the SD1‐2 region of the P.1 variant
(Figure 8C). These regions showed reduced B‐Factor in

FIGURE 7 Representation of interface interacting residues involved in hydrogen bond interaction in the representative structure of
wild type and P.1 variant complex obtained after clustering analysis. RBD and ACE2 are represented as cartoon structure and surface
diagram with color hot‐pink and smudge green, respectively. The interacting region is denoted in a rectangular box. Interacting residues are
represented in stick model with the respective color. Hydrogen bonds are shown in yellow dashed lines. ACE2, angiotensin converting
enzyme 2; RBD, receptor binding domain
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FIGURE 8 Representation of the conformational variation. (A) Residue‐wise RMSD for the RBD as well as the truncated S1 domain.
Shaded part at the top of the plot shows different regions of the S1 domain. Maroon, green, and cyan represents NTD, RBD, and CTD,
respectively. (B) Residue‐wise B‐factor for the wild type (C) Residue‐wise B‐factor for the P.1 variant of the S1 domain. B factor is
represented according to the color thickness scheme where blue region represent the rigid residues and red corresponds to the most flexible
residues. Green and blue line is for complete S1 domain of Spike protein. Black and red is only for RBD of Spike protein. CL, connecting
loop; NTD, N‐terminal domain; RBD, receptor binding domain; SD1‐II, Sub domain 1 and 2

the wild type (Figure 8B). In brief, our B‐factor analysis
for the truncated S1 domain structures also supports the
similar flexibility changes with respect to our residue‐
wise RMSD deviation (Figure 8).

PCA of S1 domain complex with ACE2 from wild
type and P.1 variant was performed to probe the
dominant motions and conformational changes. Through
PCA we can investigate the global motions of protein
characterized into a few principal motions in terms of
eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Usually the first two
eigenvectors having most of the varying eigenvalues
were considered for the analysis as they represent the
most dominant motions of the protein. The eigenvalues
of the first 10 corresponding eigenvector for wild type
and P.1 variant are shown in Figure S12. This clearly
depicted that the first two eigenvalue contributed the
maximum variance of the projected points. Then further
to know the global motions of backbone atoms of wild
type and P.1 variant complexes were projected by first
two principal components into the essential subspace for
the conformational sampling. It was observed that the S1
domain of wild type covers comparatively smaller space

along the PC1 and PC2 than the same domain of P.1
variant structures (Figure 9). The mutant structure has
occupied more conformational space with trace value of
171.07 nm2 as compare to wild type (trace value of
121.40 nm2). This high trace value in mutant complex
showed an overall increased flexibility compared to wild
type. Analysis clearly depicted that the P.1 variant
covered a wide range of phase space along PC1 and
PC2 which suggests that the mutations outside the RBD
are also involved in providing the conformational
heterogeneity or flexibility to the P.1 variant complex.

The change of secondary structure content analysis in
the truncated S1 domain complexes from the both did
not provide any noticeable difference in 100 ns time scale
simulation. This suggests that the mutations do not
incorporate any noticeable deviation in the secondary
structure content. The mutations has sustained the
stability at secondary structure content level throughout
the 100 ns of MDS (Figure S13). However, calculated
electrostatic charge distribution in S1‐ACE2 complex in
wild type and P.1 variant display a change in electrostatic
charge distribution. Complex from P.1 variant observed
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to display more positive charge patches at the interface,
compared to wild type (Figure S14). Positive charge in
the P.1 variant may contribute for the better binding
affinity. Earlier reports also suggested that positive
charge patch on RBD of SARS‐CoV‐2 provide better
binding with ACE‐2 compared to SARS‐CoV.7 Other
study have also demonstrated that mutations at RBM
affect the charge distribution at the interface.35

4 | CONCLUSIONS

Emerging SARS‐CoV‐2 variants in each successive wave of
infection have made this pandemic more threatening; where
most of the mutations accumulated mainly in the Spike (S)
glycoprotein. Since the Spike protein is the primary target of
infection, concentrating on mutations of S protein leads to
increase in transmission efficiency and escape from neutral-
izing antibodies. P.1 variant contains ten mutations on the S1
domain of the spike protein. Mutations on the RBD were
reported to have an impact on increased affinity for ACE2
receptor. So in our study we have used SARS‐CoV‐2 S
protein wild type and its P.1 variant RBD complex with
ACE2 to uncover the structural basis responsible for the
increased affinity towards the ACE2 receptor.

We have applied integrative networking and dynamics
approaches to study the small conformational variations.
Our networking study highlighted a node wise
rearrangement in the network parameters. Significant
reduction in nodes and links were observed related to each
parameter of the PCN. The reduction of nodes and links in
P.1 variant signifies a loss of interactions. Additionally, the
mutations outside the RBD were observed to perturb the
network properties of the NTD of the truncated S1 domain

of P.1 variant. Further, the effect of mutations were also
predicted on the protein stability and flexibility through the
vibrational entropy change (ΔΔS) and free energy change
(ΔΔG) calculations. Both the analyses concluded that the
interface RBD mutations are having a destabilizing effect.
Comparative conformational variations among the RBD‐
ACE2 and truncated S1 domain‐ACE2 were highlighted by
MDS studies. Our MMPBSA analysis suggested the en-
ergetically favorable binding of the RBD with the ACE2 in
the P.1 variant. Moreover, the conformational variations
have also rearranged the type of interaction and interface
interacting residues. The PCA of the S1 domain‐ACE2
complex indicates an increased motion in the P.1 variant,
which may be associated with the conformational heteroge-
neity in the P.1 variant complex. Overall, our study provides
the structural basis of better interaction of the P.1 variant and
identifies unique RBD residues crucial for the interaction
with the ACE2 receptor. This study may be useful for
designing better therapeutics against the circulating P.1
variant and other future variants as well.
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